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several others (mostly, if not all, Jesuits) were in Gilan. Mention has
already been made of the Shah's employment of Pferes Damien and Bazin
as his physicians.
Pfcre des Vignes, writing from Julfa in May, 1744, stated that there
were no less than twenty-two Orthodox ("schhmatique" according to
him) and four Catholic churches there ; the population of the suburb was
10,000 at that time.1
It was, apparently, during Nadir's Indian expedition that his interest
was aroused by Sura XLVIII (Suratu'1-Fath) of the Qur'an, where, in verse
29, reference is made to the Pentateuch (Taurai) and the Gospels (/#/*/).*
He asked the Mulla-Bashi ('All Akbar) if the Pentateuch and Gospels
were extant ; on receiving an affirmative reply, he ordered Mirza Mahdi
to arrange for a Persian translation of both to be made. The preliminary
steps must have been made by letter from India, because the Gombroon
Agent received a letter from the Isfahan " linguist," early in June, 1740,
to the effect that :
" Shaw Nadir . . . has appointed Moolahs to make a Translation of the Bible,
Jewish Talmud and Mahometan Alkoran, who were for coming to be in our house
(at Isfahan) but he (the * linguist') prevented them."3
Pfere des Vignes states that Nadir sent a mulla to Isfahan with orders
to collect such Jews, Armenians and " Francs " as were considered neces-
sary for the work of translation.4 According to the same authority, the
work began in May, 1740, and lasted for six months,5 Two Roman
Catholic missionaries and two Armenian Catholics, two Orthodox
Armenian monks and two priests undertook the translation of the New
Testament, while Jewish rabbis translated the Old Testament. Some
disagreement arose between the Catholic and Orthodox collaborators ;
as to this, P&re des Vignes wrote :
" we had the consolation of seeing that in almost all these disputes the Muhammadan
(i.e., the mulla in charge of the work), guided solely by reason, decided in favour of
the Catholic statements. . . ."
The Qur'an was also translated into Persian.
1 Lettres Edifiantes, Vol. IV, p. 364.
8 For an English translation of this verse, see RodwelTs The Koran, London, 1911, p. 463.
*	Gombroon Diary, 4th/i5th June, 1740.   'Abdul-Karim (Bayan, foil. 65 (b) and 66 (a)) says that
Nadir first became interested in the matter during the Turkistan expedition, but this is
impossible; it is clear from the Gombroon Diary (and, as will be seen, from P&re des Vignes's
account) that the instructions for the translations to be made were received in Isfahan
lefore the start of the expedition to Bukhara and Khiva.
*	Pfere des Vignes, op. cit., pp. 402-404.
fc A copy of the Persian translation of the Gospels, made under the supervision of Pfere Lagarde
in Gilan in 1746, is in the Bibliothfeque Nationale, in Paris. See Blochet's Catalogue des
Manuscrits Persans . . . Vol. I, p« 6, No. 7,

